
Collections 1 UNIT FOR TENTH GRADE ENGLISH CLASSES – Mrs. Rodrigues 

 

 LEARNING GOALS STUDENT EVIDENCE 
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In addition to level 3, student will be able to … 
relate universal themes throughout cultures. 

connect a story’s cultural point of view to teach tolerance of different cultures . 
 

Debate a topic  
Write a poem that includes repetition and 
connects a cultural adjustment. 
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STANDARD  The student will (target learning goal)    Collections 1 Unit:    
910.RL.1.1 – Cite text evidence to support analysis of what is said or implied 
910.RL.1.2 – Determine theme and analyze its development through the text. 
910.RL.1.3 – Analyze how characters develop, interact, and advance the plot or theme 
910.RL.2.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases, including figurative and connotative meanings 
910.RL.2.5 – Analyze the structure of text/order of events to determine how author creates mystery, tension, 
surprise 
910.RL.2.6- Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience reflected in a work of literature from 
outside the United States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 
910. RL.3.7  Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two different artistic media, including 
what is emphasized or absent in each treatment. 
910.L.1.1  Demonstrate standard English grammar and usage 
910.L.3.4:  Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown or multiple-meaning words and phrases based on the 
play, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 
910.L.3.5:  Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word 
meanings. 
910.SL.1.1.  Participate in collaborative discussions with diverse partners. 
910 SL.1.3 Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence. 
910.SL.2.4  Present information clearly so that the development and style are appropriate to purpose, 
audience, and task. 

 

Summative assessments: 
Multiple choice and short response 
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Benchmark Targets: 
The student will understand/perform basic processes, such as:  

  Identify character development and motivations 
  Distinguish between tone, mood, formal/informal, point of view (cultural) 
  Universal themes:  morals, civil disobedience  

The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary, such as:  
 Discriminate, diverse, inhibit, intervene, rational, wizened, beleaguered, fluent, profusely, 

perfunctory, petulantly, defiantly,  
 

Formative assessments: 
Discussion of Prologue/Parados,Scenes, 
Odes, Exodus 
Questions & Answers 
Scene Guides 
Voc. words 
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With help, I have a partial understanding of some of the simpler details and processes at level 2. 
 

“They Lottery” by Shirley Jackson (short story fiction) 

“What, of this Goldfish, Would You Wish?”  by Etgar Keret  (short story fiction) 

“My So-Called Enemy” film directed by Lisa Gossels (media analysis) 

“Without Title” poem by Diane Glancy 

 

Two column Notes 
Quiz 

 


